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Do you like us?
Then like our
Facebook page!
Find us at facebook.com/
tradelinkplumbingcentres, or
simply type ‘Tradelink Plumbing
Centres’ into your Facebook
search bar.
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From the Editor.
The winter chill might be starting to
freeze your pipes but we’ve got some hot
news, product info, tips and more in the
winter 2016 issue of Unplugged that will
warm you right up!

organisation that helps people with a
disability and returned defence personnel
with post-traumatic stress disorder to get
onto the water and wet a line. Read more
about this great organisation on page 31.

It’s everyone’s favourite time of year – tax
time! Stay on top of your business during
tax time with our handy hints and tips on
bookkeeper versus accountants, moneysaving tips for marketing and hiring the
right people in our business know-how
section on pages 28–30.

Our TradeDoor website has had a new
lick of paint! Find out all about the
new and improved website, plus our
TradeDoor tips on pages 10 and 27.

Speaking of hiring the right people, have
you considered hiring a mature-aged
apprentice? Former NRL star turned
Laser plumber apprentice Luke Covell
shows why age isn’t a barrier as a matureaged apprentice. Read more about Luke’s
story and how you can benefit from a
mature-aged apprentice on page 9.
If you love to throw in a line on the
weekend you’ll love to find out all about
Fishin’ for Freedom, a not-for-profit

And our ‘plumber from the trenches’
Matt Reynolds offers some great tips on
how to save yourself time and money by
getting more email productive! See page
26.
As always, we’re keen to know what you
think so drop us a line at
marketing@tradelink.com.au with any
feedback or ideas for stories you’d like to
see in Unplugged.
Until next time,
Ed.
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At Tradelink, we’re serious about being
the best in the business, so we’re raising
the bar on customer service with six key
promises about the things that matter
to you. Visit tradelink.com.au/promises
to find out more.
We proudly stand behind our promises
and, to show you that we really mean
business, here’s our National Scorecard
as at 13/06/16.
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Classic Plumbing show
how it’s done with
Tradelink products
Classic Plumbing sourced the majority of their plumbing supplies
from Tradelink Lonsdale for their work on a new apartment project in
Northgate, Adelaide.
Classic Plumbing in Adelaide were
recently contracted by builder, Melisi
Projects to complete the plumbing work
for the new Lightsview Apartments
in Northgate and chose to source the
majority of their products from the
Tradelink Lonsdale branch in South
Australia.
The Lightsview Apartments was the
first high-rise, multi-storey project
the Classic Plumbing team had been
contracted to work on, there's many
more high-rise projects in the pipeline
thanks to their partnership with Melisi
Projects.

The Classic Plumbing team.

With the project nearly complete,
the Classic Plumbing team are over
the moon with how the project and
products are turning out. The team have
already installed the Rheem hot water
system complete with Viega fittings and
water meters from Tradelink – what a
work of art!
Damian Mowbray, owner of Classic
Plumbing, has been in the plumbing
business for over 25 years and has been
sourcing his plumbing supplies from
Tradelink for the last decade. During
that time, he’s developed a strong
relationship with Lonsdale Branch
Manager, Andrew Richter and his team.
“I only deal with the one store for my
supplies. Andrew and the guys are
awesome. They go out of the way to
help me out. If they don’t know about a
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product, they’ll research it and are really
good with pricing,” said Damian.
It’s not just the service and price that
keeps Damian and the Classic Plumbing
team coming back – Damian is pretty
chuffed with the quality of the products
too.
“I rarely have issues with Tradelink
products. The warranty offers are
excellent. If I have any issues, Andrew
bends over backwards to help me out.”

The benefits go both ways between the
Lonsdale branch and Classic Plumbing
– Andrew and the Lonsdale team call
up Damian and his crew whenever they
need their own plumbing done!
Classic Plumbing is a family-owned
plumbing business run by Damian
Mowbray, his wife Tania and plumbing
crew, Jack Woodford, Stephen Brown
and Shane Coxon. They offer plumbing
installation and maintenance services to
the Adelaide area.
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Propress Press-Fit Technology

Celebrating 10 Years Successful
Support for Australian Plumbers

Available from

For information call 1800 4 viega

viega.com.au

Quality and reliability you can build your business on!

Since Viega’s Propress copper tube pressfit technology was introduced to the
Australian market in 2006, it has been widely adopted by the plumbing industry
around Australia, and has been used across a myriad of installations from aquatic
centres to retail centres, hospitals to apartment towers, landmark office towers to
gas and water utilities. A Viega innovation, Propress enables projects to be completed
quickly, efficiently and safely, and delivers the reliability you can build your business on.

New Tradelink branch opens
in Jimboomba!
The first of a bunch of planned new branches at Tradelink is now open
for business in Jimboomba!
Here at Tradelink we’ve taken the first
step in our bold new expansion plans
by opening a new trade branch in
Jimboomba, Queensland!
With 534 square metres of trade and
warehouse space, the branch will
offer the local plumbing and building

they believe the gaps are. We look at
our existing locations, our customers,
and development projects, as well
refurbishment and maintenance areas,
and travel times for our customers.
Then we put a dot on the map and
effectively fill that gap.
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community a comprehensive range
of plumbing products, along with
Tradelink’s ‘true blue’ customer service!
This is just the first of a number
of planned new branches. General
Manager, Alan Ball has bold plans to
expand Tradelink’s branch network
significantly in the coming years. “We
plan to open 20 new branches each year
for the next two or three years,” he said.
“We have engaged with our local
branch network to understand where
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“When I look at the gaps and where our
current branches are, there is certainly
opportunities that we will be taking full
advantage of.
“The new branches that we open will
be smaller format stores that support
local trade, giving our customers a
local point to call and ensuring that no
matter where they’re working, there is a
Tradelink store nearby.”
The new Jimboomba branch is a
full-service trade store that will stock
a comprehensive range of quality

plumbing supplies, from leading brands
backed by manufacturer warranties.
In fact, stocking quality products that
tradies can trust is one of Tradelink’s six
key customer service commitments.
“We have a promise to tradies whereby
we guarantee we will always have
our ‘Everyday Essential’ products in
stock – if not, we will give the tradie a
$50 credit on their account,” says Tim
Broxham, Tradelink’s General Manager
of Operations.
“We also have the same promise for
order pick-ups, which will be ready
within 30 minutes of the tradie placing
an order – if not, they get a $50 credit.”
Other key commitments are to pricing,
quote turnaround and staff training.
The new store is located at 5-7 Seils
Drive, Jimboomba. If you’re in the area,
drop by and say g’day to the team!
Jimboomba Branch Manager, Mathew
Bath and his team come from the local
area, so you know you’ll be looked after
by a local expert!

How to score more wins with
a mature-aged apprentice!
Former NRL star turned Laser Plumbing apprentice Luke Covell shows
why age isn’t a barrier as a mature-aged apprentice.
Mature-aged apprentices – people
who start their apprenticeship after
age 25 – can bring a whole truckload
of benefits to their employers and
workmates. TAFE teachers report that
they are more engaged and determined
to learn and have a great influence on
younger apprentices. Businesses are
also better off, as they are less likely
to pack up and leave halfway through
their apprenticeship since they usually
have stronger family commitments. So
what have you got to gain from hiring a
mature-aged apprentice?
Nobody is a better stand-out example
of what mature-aged apprentices can
offer than Laser Plumbing Tweed Heads
plumber and former NRL champion
Luke Covell. The 2008 Dally M Points
Scorer of the Year winner and former
captain of the Cronulla Sharks was an
apprentice plumber when he was picked
up by the Wests Tigers in 2003. Retiring
from the NRL in 2010, Luke decided to
return to his roots and start his plumbing
apprenticeship again.
Things were pretty different the second
time around for Luke “I was a lot more
focused. I had a family to feed and
mortgage to pay so, everything I did, I
did it to the best of my ability as I wanted
to achieve as much as I could and get
through TAFE as quickly as possible.”

at Laser Plumbing Tweed Heads, couldn’t
be happier with Luke and his decision to
take on mature-aged apprentices.
“Luke was the second mature-aged
apprentice that we had hired at the
time. The first mature age apprentice
is now one of our site supervisors and
hiring both he and Luke would be two
of the best decisions we have made as a
business.”
Luke knows better than anyone
the benefits and opportunities an
apprenticeship can bring, especially to
sportsmen and women considering what
to do after their sporting career comes
to an end. He has been working hard to
spread the message as Ambassador for
Australian Apprenticeships, a Federal
Government initiative, as well as working
with the NRL and their Trade Up program
and the Gold Coast Titans apprenticeship
program for players.
“The more education we can provide to
these young men and women, the more
opportunities they will have when their
sporting career comes to an end.”

Steve Keil, Managing Director of the
Laser Group reckons Luke’s story shows
just how important it is to encourage
industries to take on mature-aged
apprentices.
“At a time where we have identified
the growing risk of skills shortages in
the country, we need to be changing
the perception that taking on a mature
apprentice is a risk, or is more costly than
taking on a 17 year old.”
“Rather than thinking why they shouldn’t
hire an older apprentice, think about why
they should. I think the businesses will
find there are more benefits than costs
in employing someone with more life
experience.”
Laser Group is a proud family of qualityfocused trade service professionals in
the electrical and plumbing industry.
Established in 1999, they are now one
of the largest electrical and plumbing
contractor networks across Australia and
New Zealand.
Read more about what to look for when
hiring an apprentice on page 28.

Luke’s focus and commitment in the
good game set him up well for success in
his life beyond the field.
“Wanting to be at the top of my game
whilst playing footy is no different to
what I want to achieve now with my
plumbing. As with my footy, I always aim
to do a good job and achieve what is set
out to be completed.”
But it’s not just Luke who has reaped the
benefits. His boss Glenn Weaver, Director
WINTER 2016 PAGE 9

New TradeDoor website
We’ve given the TradeDoor website a fresh lick of paint!
Here at Tradelink, we’re pleased to
announce that a new and improved
TradeDoor site has been launched!
Check it out at tradedoor.com.au
The site has been redesigned with a
clean, fresh new look and user-friendly
navigation while keeping all the features
you know and love. But the changes are
more than skin deep…
The website is now designed to expand
and shrink to fit the screen of the
device you’re using – which makes it
easier to access on your smartphone or
tablet while on the job!
Finding the product you need is a
breeze with the updated and improved
search functionality – it gives you more

relevant results and you can easily ‘drill
down’ to find products using the handy
filters.

• Order online, view invoices and
statements, and monitor expenses

If you’re a TradeDoor user we’ve kept
all the important stuff as is – your login
details are still the same and all the key
functions you’re used to can still be
found in same place. You’ll just notice
that things look a little different when
you login.

• Import invoices directly into your
accounting package.

If you haven’t got a TradeDoor
account yet, TradeDoor is Tradelink’s
online account and job management
tool that helps you manage your
business online for FREE:
• Look up YOUR pricing online anytime,
anywhere
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• Create and manage sub-accounts and
set user permissions

What are you waiting for? Jump online
and login or create an account today to
check out the new website
tradedoor.com.au

There’s no better time
to order an Apricus Solar
Hot Water System
Winter can really put hot water systems under pressure.
If your customer’s hot water cylinder needs replacing,
why not recommend the high performing, energy efficient
evacuated tube solar hot water system from Apricus?
With rising energy prices your customers will be rewarded
with continued savings on their energy bills and enjoy
the great rebates that are still available.
PLUS the RM Williams vest offer is back! For a limited time only,
for every system you order you will receive an RM Williams
Patterson Vest.
Order a complete Apricus solar hot system between
1 July to 30 August, 2016 and for every system ordered
you will receive an RM Williams Patterson Vest.
To redeem your vest, go to apricus.com.au to complete
the entry form and submit your invoice for proof of purchase.
For full details go to apricus.com.au or call us on 1300 277 438.

Heat things up with the Rheem
®
Tankpak Series 2
With Rheem Tankpak ® Series 2 you get the best of both worlds.
Have you ever wished you could get
the benefits of mains pressure with
continuous flow water heating? Well,
now you can with the Rheem Tankpak®
Series 2 Commercial Continuous Flow
Water Heater!
With the Tankpak you get the benefits
of mains pressure performance with
the high efficiency recovery rates and
redundancy backup of a continuous flow
water heating system.
The Tankpak system utilises the top
down heating principle – which allows
the coldest water to be supplied to the
water heater for the longest period of
time to maximise the recovery rate,
while providing hot water immediately.
This also allows for storage tank
replacement without interruption to the
hot water supply. Bonus!
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Peak demands are also nothing to worry
about with the Tankpak water heaters.
The manifolded banks are designed
to meet the peak demand period
requirements, while the storage tank
provides a buffer for peak simultaneous
demands.

• High storage tank delivery rating due
to top down heating

The Tankpak is available in
configurations from one* to eighteen,
with one or three storage tanks
depending on the system size.

• Pre-assembled CFWH banks, including
pump and controller wiring

Key features
• 84% thermal efficiency 6.0 Star heat
source
• Heavy duty, vitreous enamel storage
tank up to 82°C operation
• Supplied with the controller and
pump factory assembled*
• Large flow 50mm storage tank fittings

• Digital temperature display
• Fully hot dip galvanised frame
• Indoor and outdoor models available
• Wall or floor mount, in line or back
to back

• Natural gas and propane models
available
• Five year warranty on cylinder and
heat exchanger#
* Tankpak models with 1 x CFWH are supplied with
CFWH, pump and controller separately. The CFWH must
be mounted on a vertical wall. # Conditions apply. See the
Rheem warranty set out in the product Owner’s Guide or
view it at rheem.com.au/warranty.

PRODUCT NEWS

Picking
the right
valve for
the job
Valve choices leaving
you knocked for six?
Find the right valve for
the job!
If you’ve ever felt stuck on which
valve to install, you’re not alone! With
so many different end connections,
materials and functionalities around to
choose from, it’s easy to get lost figuring
out the right valve for the job. So what
are the key manual isolation valves and
what can they be used for? Glad you
asked! Let’s take a look.
Ball valves
A ball valve is a stop valve that is
designed primarily for on/off functions.
They provide tight shut-off and highcapacity with just a quarter turn to
operate. The position of the handle
immediately indicates whether the valve
is open or closed. Ball valves are very
versatile and can handle many different
types of fluids and pressures. They are
often used in the ‘fit off’ stage.
Gate valves
Like ball valves, gate valves are also
used as stop valves – to fully turn
off or fully turn on flow – but this
is the only application gate valves
are recommended for. Seating is
perpendicular – or at right angles – to
the direction of flow, making gate valves
as useful as a glass door on a dunny for
throttling applications and frequent
operation. Gate valves are best for
services that require full flow or no flow
and infrequent operation.
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Diagrams

1 Ball Valve
2 Gate Valve
3 Globe Valve
Globe valves
Globe valves have a conical plug which
reciprocates into and out of the valve
port. Globe valves are great for shutoff, as well as throttling service in high
temperature and high pressure drop
applications. They can be manually
operated via a multi-turn handwheel
assembly. Seating is parallel to the line
of flow, and all contact between the seat
and disk stops when flow starts. Globe
valves are generally hardier and experience
less wear on valve parts as disk travel is
shorter and fewer turns are needed to
fully open or close the globe valve.

2

There you have it. The right valve for
every job. Head into your local Tradelink
branch to check out the full range of
Zetco ball, gate and globe valves.
The accompanying images are the
intellectual property of Zetco Valves Pty
Ltd and must not be used or reproduced
for any other purpose without Zetco’s
prior written permission.

3

Be Impressed
with Zetco

IAPMO WM-000110
AS 5830.1

Full range 15-50mm
Press x press, press x female, press x male
Nut & tail, which includes Zetco’s
continuous flow water heater kits

AGA 5301
AS 4617

(Aust Pat No 2006 200 845 & Pat Appln No 2013 242 783)

Phone 1300 659 639

Email enquiries@zetco.com.au

www.zetco.com.au

Food
waste
disposer
myths:
busted!

It’s time to dispose of
the myths and put the
facts straight about
food waste disposers!
MYTH 
Food waste disposers are
dangerous.

FACT 
Contrary to popular belief, food waste
disposers don’t actually have sharp
blades! Lugs on a spinning plate push
the food against a stationary grind
ring, grinding the food until it is small
enough to pass through small holes
and be flushed through the plumbing.
So, in actual fact they do not contain
blades at all.

MYTH 
Food waste disposers are noisy.

FACT 
Food waste disposers used to be
quite noisy back in the day but the
technology has come a long way in
the past 20 years – particularly with
the InSinkErator Evolution series.
Advances in design such as antivibration mounts, sound insulation and
a sound muffling baffle at the entrance
of the food waste disposer have made
it much quieter to operate!

MYTH 
Food waste disposers cost an arm
and a leg to run.

FACT 
They cost the average household less
than $1.50 per year in electricity –
your lights use more power!

MYTH 
Food waste disposers are bad for
the environment.

MYTH 
Food waste disposers are only for
fruit and veggie scraps.

FACT 
On top of fruit and veggie off-cuts,
food waste disposers grind most food
scraps including bones, seafood, meat
products, dairy, coffee beans and the
majority of general left overs. Food
waste disposers also complement
people dedicated to composting, as
they help to dispose of bones, animal
waste and other organic matter not
suitable for compost beds.
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MYTH 
Food waste disposers are water
guzzlers.

FACT 
Less than 1% of the average
household’s water consumption
comes from food waste disposers –
this is equivalent to one toilet flush a
day!

FACT 
Organic food waste when dumped
into landfill is known to contribute
to the production of harmful
greenhouse gases including methane,
which is 21 times more toxic than
carbon dioxide! Once ground, food
waste travels via the sewerage system
to a waste water treatment plant.
Properly equipped facilities allow
food waste to be recycled, where
in many instances the methane
gas generated can be converted
into energy to power homes and
businesses! Nothing bad about that!
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dBlue selected for new hotel
and function centre

Construction is underway on the $20 million redevelopment of the
West Tamworth League Club and dBlue was selected for its acoustic
properties.
PROJECT
WEST TAMWORTH LEAGUE CLUB – HOTEL AND
FUNCTION CENTRE
TOTAL PROJECT VALUE
$20 MILLION
BUILDER
WEST TAMWORTH LEAGUE CLUB
PLUMBER
HALPIN PLUMBING
The $20 million redevelopment of the West Tamworth League Club will include
an adjacent three-storey, 52-room hotel and function centre – both with an
outdoor terrace and new parking facility – as well as an upgrade to the existing
outdoor gaming area and administration block.
The redevelopment was commissioned by Wests Entertainment Group who, as
the principle contractor for the project, has subcontracted 90% of the work to
local trade businesses.
The hotel and function centre will provide a quality location to host a range
of events and functions and fill the 4-star accommodation gap in Tamworth,
offering visitors with more options and supporting Tamworth as it continues to
build its reputation as an events hub.
Construction is scheduled for completion in late-2016.
Read more about the project at wtlc.com.au/wests-motel-development
Artist rendition courtesy of Wests Entertainment Group
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Halpin Plumbing was awarded the
plumbing contract for the West
Tamworth League Club redevelopment
and chose Tradelink’s exclusive drainage
solution – Akatherm dBlue – as the
acoustic drainage system.
dBlue is a low-noise solution for
healthcare facilities, multi-storey
buildings and hotels, and is a less time
consuming and complicated alternative
to the traditional method of lagging
pipes. It gives commercial plumbers and
their clients better value and delivers a
superior result.
The hotel and function centre was the
first project Halpin Plumbing had used
dBlue on. Tradelink Tamworth Branch
Manager, Clayton Hobden spoke to
the team about the time and money
they could save by using dBlue instead
of lagging for the acoustic drainage
system.
“It ticked all the boxes for them,” says
Clayton.
Matt Halpin, co-owner of Halpin
Plumbing, says the decision to use dBlue

for the project was about more than just
savings.
“dBlue was a great choice because of
its acoustic properties and because it
allows us to put it together in one piece
and modify it if we need to,” said Matt.
“The boys really enjoy working with it.”
He says they will definitely be using
dBlue again for projects requiring an
acoustic system.
Halpin Plumbing is a family-owned
and operated business that offers
plumbing services to suit a range of
needs including plumbing, drainage
and aerated waste treatment system
installations, plumbing maintenance
and repair, and asbestos removal. They
have been providing services to the
commercial and domestic industries in
the Tamworth and surrounding regions
for over 27 years.
To find out more about Halpin Plumbing,
visit halpinplumbingptyltd.com.au

Acoustic Pipe
Available exclusively at your
local Tradelink branch
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Tips for helping your
customers collect
cleaner rainwater
Keep it clean with these rainwater system
maintenance tips.
When you think rainwater, you think
clear, colourless and odourless water –
but if your customers aren’t collecting
their rainwater the right way they
might end up with the opposite!
The right products and good
maintenance will help ensure a safe
and continuous supply of quality
rainwater for your customers. Here
are our top tips for helping your
customers to collect cleaner rainwater.
Roof & gutters
Gutters and roof catchment areas can
quickly get cluttered with leaves and
debris. Keep them in good condition by:

Screened rain heads
Rain heads prevent leaves and debris
from entering downpipes and keep
mosquitoes and other pests out of the
pipe system. Rain head screens should
be cleaned every three months with a
hose or brush to remove any built up
debris.
First flush diverters
A first flush diverter captures the
first drops of rainwater that might
be contaminated with debris, bird
droppings and dead insects and stops it
from reaching the rainwater tank. Keep
it working at its best by regularly:

• Removing any overhanging branches

• Ensuring the diverter outlet is clear of
debris

• Using gutter mesh to protect from
tree litter and cleaning regularly

• Unscrewing the water diverter end
cap to allow debris to fall out

• Inspecting and cleaning gutter guard
on a regular basis.

• Hosing or washing the filter screen
and cleaning the flow control valve.

First Flush Cap Cleaning and Parts
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Tank Guardian Insitu

Tank screens
Ensure a tank screen is installed at the
tank entry point to keep unwanted
pests, such as mosquitos, from getting
in and turning it into a larvae nursery:
• Fit insect-proof screens or hi-flow flap
valves at all openings to and from the
tank and ensure the aperture of the
screen is a maximum of 1mm.
• Check the screening on the tank
regularly including inlets and overflow
outlets. Make sure the screens are
clean and without holes.
Pump
Pumps help distribute water from your
rainwater tank to taps inside or outside
the home. Check the pump is in good
working order every six months (refer
to the manufacturer’s instructions).
Filters
Rainwater filters reduce residual sediment
that may block internal appliances and
affect colour and odour. Filters should be
replaced every 6–12 months depending
on usage and manufacturer’s instructions.
Rain Harvesting offers a range of
products designed to collect, store and
distribute higher volumes of cleaner
water for all homes. Each of their
products forms part of a complete and
progressive barrier to contaminants,
ensuring optimal rainwater quality,
maximum rainwater yield and ease of
maintenance.
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Come clean with
®
Caroma Cleanflush
Caroma has been up to something and it is
time to come clean … really clean.
Caroma, one of Australia’s leading
bathroom brands, has developed the
latest breakthrough in rimless toilet
innovation, Caroma Cleanflush®.
Caroma continues to strengthen their
reputation for setting new standards in
bathrooms with the Cleanflush. Lead by
Caroma’s Research and Development
Manager, Dr Steve Cummings, the
Caroma team has dedicated two years
of research and testing to producing
Cleanflush’s optimum combination of
flow, force and precision alignment.

hygienic clean and superior flush,
making it ideal for healthcare and
commercial industries.
Cleanflush’s controlled water flow
provides optimum water coverage with
each flush. Flushing water is directed to

the front of the bowl where a patented
balancer controls and directs the
flush into the sump to remove waste –
providing a stronger flushing power.
Cleanflush’s clever design delivers a
cleaner clean that is sure to impress
homeowners and tradies alike!
For more information call 13 14 16 or
visit caroma.com.au

“Hygiene is a crucial concern for every
modern home and so we sought to
revolutionize our product with this in
mind. More than just a rimless toilet,
our integrated Cleanflush solution
delivers superior flushing performance
and makes manual cleaning much more
efficient,” Dr Cummings says.
The unique design features a new
rimless bowl that leaves nowhere for
germs to hide or deposit. Coupled
with Caroma’s latest flush and flow
technology, Cleanflush delivers a more
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Controlled water flow
eliminates splash back
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A CLEANER CLEAN HAS ARRIVED
The unique rimless design from Caroma delivers a breakthrough flush solution and includes
the following innovative flush and flow technology:

Innovative Flow
Splitter for optimum
wash coverage

Flow balancer
that controls and
directs the flush

Sculpted Flow
Contour for
superior washdown

Flush flow matched in
performance to our
optimum sump design

The result is the ultimate flush and washdown performance,
creating a more hygienic, optimum bowl clean.

Equipped with all the tools you need!
Download the Caroma Plumbers’ Handbook App today!

or visit www.plumbershandbook.com in your browser

For further technical specs visit caroma.com.au

Have you sprung a leak?
We look at the most common water leaks plumbers get called to plug.
Don’t despair, it happens to everyone.
Even plumbers! With households full of
taps, drains and appliances all relying on
water, it’s inevitable.
So, what are the most common water
leaks that plumbers get called out tend
to?

Toilets

The loo is usually the main culprit.
It may be as simple as an issue with
a washer, the tank or the toilet inlet
pipe. This kind of` leak isn’t something
your customers should be trying to fix
themselves – you know as well as we do,
it’s always best for a plumber to tinker
with the toilet.

Taps

The common tap is another big leaker.
Taps leak for a number of reasons
including worn out washers, people
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turning taps off too tightly or not
tightly enough, and built-up debris. A
single tap dripping one drop every two
seconds will waste more than 3800
litres per year. Now, that’s worth crying
about!

Baths

If a customer is unlucky enough to
have water leaking from under their
bath, that’s a bigger problem. It may
not be noticed at first, but you can
bet your bottom dollar once they see
water stains on the ceiling under the
bathroom, you’ll be getting a call!

Sinks

Water leaking under the sink is another
common issue plumbers get called out
to help with. Pipes under the sink often
get knocked out of place as people
store chemicals and cosmetics in these
areas, allowing water to escape.

Appliances

Leaking appliances can be another
cause for a headache. The two main
appliances that cause issues are
washing machines and dishwashers.
Over time the pipes in these appliances
corrode and the seals weaken causing –
you guessed it – leakage!
All of these common water leaks are
not only annoying, but can cost your
customers big bucks, paying for gallons
more water than they are using! That’s
not even to mention the environmental
impacts of water wastage it contributes
to.
So, let your customers know what to
look out for with these issues and they
might even shout you a cold one with
the extra money they’ll save!

Innovation in Hot Water!
Introducing the Bosch OptiFlow
with Bluetooth connectivity
3 Patented OptiFlow combustion
management system
3 Bluetooth enabled appalince
3 6 star efficiency
3 Solar compatible appliance

The Bosch OptiFlow range is the first Bluetooth connected hot water appliance in
the Australian market. When paired with the “Bosch Water” (User APP) or “Bosch
ProWater” (Plumber APP).
The end user can: control water temperature, view running costs and energy
usage data
The Plumber can:

run diagnostics and performance monitoring in real time,
adjust or back-up product settings

The Bosch OptiFlow features the patented OptiFlow Combustion Management
System to ensure an optimised air/gas mixture over the lifetime of the appliance.
For more information, see www.boschoptiflow.com.au for details

How
productive
people use
email
Are emails wasting
too much of your
precious time and
money? Our ‘plumber
from the trenches’
Matt Reynolds gives
advice on how
to be more email
productive.
Once upon a time, the typical Australian
plumber carried a tool box, a shovel
and a lunch box. Today, we carry
smart phones, fire off emails during
smoko and store our most important
information in a ‘cloud’. We may hold
in our hands the same potential as
powerful CEOs, Hollywood actors and
science geniuses, but do we use all this
new gear in the most productive way?
We all spend hours each day sending
and receiving emails and it can waste a
lot of valuable time – if we’re not doing
it right. Luckily, being a productive email
communicator isn’t rocket science; it’s
as simple as following a few easy steps.

Relevant subject line
I can’t tell you how many emails I have
received with the subject ‘plumbing’ or
‘plumbing works’. A subject line in an
email should clearly outline the content
such as ‘10 Bank St, South Melbourne:
valves for Thursday 23 May’. Remember,
your recipient is probably receiving a lot
of emails. Make it clear and concise, so
it doesn’t get lost in their inbox.
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Keep it short and sweet

Don’t let your email turn into War and
Peace! Long emails containing too much
info won’t get actioned quickly. Other
people are like us – busy! So keep it to
100 words or less so it can be read and
understood in less than a minute.

Make replies easy

Where possible, construct your emails so
people can reply with one key stroke. For
example – “Bill, I’ve found the tempering
valves you need. Reply ‘Y’ if you want
them onsite Thursday morning”. That’s
one less email Bill needs to think about
constructing a response to, giving him
more productive time onsite – and you’ll
likely get an immediate response too.
Bonus!

Separate your enquiries

If you’ve got six enquiries, don’t send
them all at once! Separate them into
six emails. Your recipient won’t feel as
overwhelmed and can respond to them
as they tick each task off their list.

Signing off

Be polite and, where possible, end your
emails with something nice. As more
and more of our lives move digital, that
personal can touch get lost.
These steps might not seem like much,
but if you add up the time they save you
over the days, weeks and months, it will
equal huge savings by the end of the year!
Find Matt on Twitter @MrMattReynolds

Tradedoor Tips
Where to go for help
Getting your head around a software
package can sometimes leave you
knocked for six, especially if you’re not
sure where to go for help! But don’t
sweat, TradeDoor has plenty of ways to
help you when you’re in a jam!

Read our Help files
Our detailed TradeDoor Help files are
a great first stop. You can find a link to
the Help files on every page.

Call us on 1800 676 168
Give us a buzz! Our TradeDoor support
team is available Monday to Friday 7am
to 5pm AEST.

Look up YOUR pricing
online anytime, anywhere
Order online, view
invoices and statements,
and monitor expenses
Create and manage
sub-accounts and set
user permissions
Import invoices directly
into you accounting
package

Email us at tradedoor@
tradelink.com.au
Shoot us an email! Email us your
question and the TradeDoor team
will get back to you ASAP by email or
phone.

Book a webinar
Our webinars cover a range of topics
and are offered every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday. Register your
interest via tradedoor@tradelink.com.au

YouTube
Watch our video tutorials! Learn at
your own pace with our TradeDoor
tutorial videos on YouTube. Search for
thetradedoor.
Conditions apply. See in store for
details.

Speak with your
Account Manager
today and learn
how to sign up to
TradeDoor for free!
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BUSINESS KNOW-HOW

Bookkeeper vs. accountant:
What do they do, and can they
help you?
It’s easy to mistake bookkeepers and accountants, but the difference between
them is pretty important and they can do a lot to support your business!
Keeping the books is just one of the
many jobs you wade your way through
as a business owner and not always one
of the most interesting. If you’re still
running your business accounts out
of a shoe box, stockpiling invoices and
receipts, and trying to make sense of it
all at tax time, maybe it’s time you put
your hand up for some help!
Okay, okay … so you’ve heard it all
before. More than once. Your other
half has been on your back. One of your
mates recently bent your ear about
getting yourself a bookkeeper or an
accountant – it saved their life, they
said. They might have exaggerated just

Creating
your own
Mini-Me
Thinking about hiring
an apprentice but don’t
know where to start?
Workload getting on top of you and need
some help? Maybe it’s time to consider
hiring an apprentice.
Apprenticeships are part and parcel of
becoming a tradie – we all have to start
somewhere! But, how do you know if you
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a bit about the saving their life bit, but
they’re not completely having a lend of
you. Bookkeepers and accountants can
help plumbers just like you to build a
stronger business. Here’s how.
Bookkeepers do the day-to-day
important stuff like writing up invoices,
paying bills, keeping track of your
expenses and paying people. They can
help you to get on top of all of your
business transactions.
An accountant’s work is a tad more
complex, but it builds on the daily work
of a bookkeeper. Accountants can give
you the good oil on your business’s

are ready to hire an apprentice? And how
do you know if you’re hiring a diamond
and not a dud?
Before you get started here are a few
things you will need to think about:
• The type of apprentice you want.
Are you after a full-time, part-time or
school-based employee?
• What do you want them to do?
What skills do they require, and what
will they need to learn to become a
qualified tradie?
• Employment and training. Are you
able to provide a range of work and
facilities to train the apprentice, and
will a qualified tradie be available to
supervise their work? Remember, you
are shaping someone’s future.
• Government requirements. Will
you be able to see them through their

profitability. They can complete your
annual tax return, report on your cash
flow, and manage your tax planning and
financial forecasting.
So bookkeepers and accountants
don’t do the same thing, and there is
potentially a place for both of them to
offer support to you and your business.
Think about it. It could give you more
time on the tools to grow your business.
It could also give you more time in the
backyard to toss the football around
with that future Wallabies player of
yours.

entire apprenticeship? Make sure
you’re familiar with the government
requirements of having an apprentice
on board.
Once you’ve decided to take on your
very own Mini-Me, you will need to talk
wages, organise a training plan with a
training organisation and work closely
with an Australian Apprenticeship Support
Network Provider (AASN) to provide a
training contract.
The most important thing to consider
when thinking about which candidate
would be the best fit for your business, is
if they have drive and ambition. Skills can
be taught but desire to learn is inbuilt!
If you need further info on taking on an
apprentice, check out the government
websites on apprenticeships in your local
state.

Fitting in has never
been more important
Hiring people that fit in is just as important as how
they fit things in!
As a business owner, hiring the right
people is key to making your business
successful. You won’t always be able to
make it to every job, so it’s important
that you trust the face you are sending
and know they’re going to do you proud.
Finding the right employee can be a lot
more draining and difficult than you
might think.
To truly understand your potential
employee, you need to look past the
shiny cover letter and resume and
really get to know them as a person.
Of course, they need to be skilled but
they also need to be a good fit for your
business and have a personality you can
work with.

You need to know they are okay to take
direction and that they will get along
with the whole team, not just you.
Have a gander at their social media
status – this can help you figure out
what type of person they are. However,
don’t just judge a book by its cover. Just
because someone looks like a party
animal doesn’t mean they won’t be a
good employee.
If a candidate hits most of your
criteria, bring them in for a chat before
you make your decision. During the
interview, really try to get to the core of
the person – it’s important to not only
ask skill-related questions, but to ask
personal questions too.

$50

Questions such as ‘Where do you see
yourself in 10 years?’ and ‘Why do you
want to work here?’ will give you a really
good idea about their character, how
much drive they have, and ultimately
determine how well they might fit into
your business.
Your staff shape the culture of your
business and directly affect how
customers view you. So, make sure
you take your time to choose the right
people for your business – if you’re not
sure, don’t do it. It’s worth waiting a bit
longer for the right person than to risk
hiring the wrong one!
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Trade customers only. T&Cs apply.
See in branch or tradelink.com.au/promises for details.
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Five big
impact,
low-cost
marketing
ideas
You don’t have to break
the bank to market your
business.
Back in the day, plastering your name
and number on the side of your van or
work truck and a flashy ad in the Yellow
Pages was all you needed to do to get
business.
These days though, with so much
competition in the plumbing trade,
things aren’t as easy. If you plan to be
in the trade for the long haul, then
you need to make the most of all the
marketing tools available.
You don’t need to spend a bomb to be
effective in marketing your business.
Here are five low-cost marketing ideas
worth running up the flag pole.
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Network
Attend your school’s P&C meeting. Join your neighbourhood watch group.
Put your hand up to speak at the next community forum. Have a chin wag with
everyone who’s there. By networking and getting your name and your face out
there, you’ll be the first person that comes to mind when those in your network
need a plumber.

Sponsorship
Community events and organisations bring people together, sometimes in
their hundreds, other times in their thousands. Find an event, an organisation
or even a sporting team that is a good fit with your customer base and sponsor
it. Sponsorships can start from just a few hundred dollars. In return, your
sponsorship can give you great exposure, and the people who attend the event or
visit the organisation will remember that you helped to make it great.

Facebook
Social media isn’t just for bragging about your social life. Serious businesses
use it to brag too. It’s a great way to get yourself a digital presence that’s easy to
manage and maintain. Of course, once you’ve established a Facebook page, tell
people it’s there so they can follow you. Remember to update it regularly. Talk
about recent projects and new products or share tips – just make sure you keep
your content professional.

Classified advertising
Try advertising in the classifieds. These ads may be small, but they can also
draw more customers than the more expensive display ads. Consistency is key
here. If customers see your name in the classifieds every week, they’ll get to know
you’re not a fly-by-nighter and might just give you a call.

Stay in touch
When a job is all said and done, and after you’ve packed everything back in
the van, before you head off, confirm your customer’s contact details – name,
address, phone number and especially their email. Email is a great way to keep in
touch and share news of any special deals, offer handy tips and advice or even to
send a Christmas message – it will help keep your name front of mind.

1
2

3

4
5

PEOPLE & EVENTS

Fishin’ for freedom
Our very own international fishing champion helps others to wet a line.
Matt Price remembers catching his first
fish at just six or seven years of age. It
was a catfish, and the proud little tacker
dragged it all the way home to show
his folks. Matt still fishes. In 2015, he
became the first person in the world to
achieve all six International Game Fishing
Association (IGFA) Royal Slams. This
required him to catch nine different
billfish, nine sharks, eight tuna, eight
bass, seven trout and six salmon.
While Matt’s as proud as punch of his
achievements, he’s even prouder of
what his not-for-profit organisation,
Fishin’ for Freedom Inc., achieves. Who
can blame him?
Established by Matt about a year ago,
Fishin’ for Freedom Inc. helps people
with disabilities and returned defence
personnel with post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD) to get onto the water
and wet a line. Why? Because fishing can
help these people to get through their
tough times, he said.

“In the case of our returned service men
and women, they have sacrificed so much
for our country, and many come home
with health issues,” Matt explained. “By
getting people out onto the water, and
hopefully catching some fish, Fishin’ for
Freedom is making a difference to their
health and wellbeing, and to their lives.”
“People think that fishing is all about
catching fish, but it’s so much more than
that. It’s like there’s a pressure valve
that’s relieved when you’re by or on the
water. It’s so therapeutic.”
While Matt has plenty of fishing trips
of his own marked on his calendar for
2017, he has his sights set on taking
three or four Australian wounded
Australian Defence Force members
to the USA to fish 50 states in 50
days through his work with Fishin’ for
Freedom Inc. The blokes will join up
with three or four American returned
soldiers when they get there.
Fishin’ for Freedom Inc. will soon begin
their raffle fundraiser, and the funds
raised will be used to help meet the
costs of the trip – and the prize, a twoday fishing trip for two people to fish
with Matt in Cairns.
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One last thing, in case you’re wondering
what Matt’s other half Cynthia Stevens
thinks of him clearing out and going
fishing all the time, you should know she
doesn’t mind one bit. Why? Because it
means she gets to wet a line too.
Cynthia went blind when she was six
years old. She did spend a bit of time
fishing as a kid, but nothing like she does
now. Turns out she’s an IGFA title holder
too. She’s the first blind person to get
one and the first woman to achieve all
three Freshwater Royal Slams!
You can find Fishin’ for Freedom on
Facebook.
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Team
Tradelink
conquer
the Great
Brisbane
Bike Ride
In May this year, a number of biking
enthusiasts from the Tradelink Support
Centre in Banyo, Queensland united
as ‘Team Tradelink’ to take part in the
Great Brisbane Bike Ride to help raise
money for Tradelink’s corporate charity,
Make-A-Wish Foundation.

What:
75km ride across Brisbane from East to West, including timed climb of
Mount Coot-tha
Why:
To raise money for Make-A-Wish Foundation

Nine of Tradelink’s Senior Leadership
and Support Centre team members,
including Tradelink’s General Manager,
Alan Ball and General Manager
Merchandise, Steve Lewis, took part
in the challenging 75km ride, including
a 2.3km timed ascent of the mighty
Mount Coot-tha!

Mt Coot-tha timed climb team results:
• Team Tradelink – 00:12:07

Following the ride, Team Tradelink
was announced as the prize winner
for fastest team in the timed climb of
Mount Coot-tha with all team members
crossing the line in 12 minutes and 7
seconds!

• McInnes Wilson – 00:13:32

• TMR Cycle Crew – 00:12:35
• Team Smith – 00:13:13
• Trundlers – 00:13:16
• BMD Holcim – 00:13:23
• Diabetes Queensland Green Team – 00:13:32
• Lifecycle Legends Team – 00:13:42
• Jacobs’ Lycra Legion – 00:13:49

Together with donations from our
suppliers and Tradelink Support
Centre team members, Team Tradelink
managed to raise over $5,000 in total
for Tradelink’s corporate charity MakeA-Wish Foundation!
Team Tradelink were presented their
trophy by Bicycle Queensland CEO, Ben
Wilson at a ceremony in the Law Courts
Plaza in the Brisbane CBD on national
Ride2Work day, 19 May.
Find out more about the Great Brisbane
Bike Ride at coot-tha.bq.org.au
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Boeing’s new self-cleaning
aircraft dunny
Plane toilets are set to
get a whole lot more
comfortable and clean
with Boeing’s new selfcleaning aircraft toilet.
When you find yourself on a
commercial flight, whether you’re
slumming it in cattle class or you’re
perched up in the posh end of the
plane, a trip to the loo is almost as bad
as a trip to the mother-in-law’s. It’s
something you avoid at all costs, even
when you’re a seasoned plumber who’s
seen the good, the bad and the ugly in
many a bathroom. But that’s all about
to change.
It seems that Boeing, the world’s
largest aerospace company and leading
manufacturer of commercial jetliners

and defence, space and security
systems, has turned their attention
away from planes, satellites and
weapons to produce a self-cleaning
aircraft dunny.
The new Boeing loo prototype was
on display in April at the Hamburg
Aircraft Interiors Expo in Germany.
It uses ultraviolet (UV) light to kill
99.99% of germs to sanitise the
space, even eliminating odours. Other
features, including touchless taps, soap
dispensers, trash flap, toilet seat and
lid, are expected to help make the loo a
hit with ‘germaphobes’ the world over.
The UV light that the Boeing loo uses
is different to the one that is used in
tanning beds – the UV light only kicks
in when the door is closed and the loo
is unoccupied, which means it’s not
harmful to people. The cleaning cycle
takes less than three seconds and even

The new Boeing loo uses
ultraviolet (UV) light to
kill 99.99% of germs to
sanitise the space, even
eliminating odours.
lifts and closes the toilet seat so that
all surfaces are exposed for cleaning –
how’s that for smart!
So before too long, the only thing you’ll
have to worry about taking with you
when you leave an aircraft loo is a piece
of toilet paper stuck to the bottom of
your shoe!

WHAT'S HAPPENING
Here’s a list of Master Plumber's events
happening in July and August 2016!

QLD
22 Jul
2 Aug
4 Aug
5 Aug
16 Aug
18 Aug
19 Aug

2016 Plumbing & Gas Industry Awards, Brisbane
Brisbane North PIPE, Brisbane
Gold Coast PIPE, Gold Coast
Gold Coast Industry Golf Day, Gold Coast
Mackay PIPE, Mackay
Rockhampton PIPE, Rockhampton
Rockhampton Industry Golf Day, Rockhampton

WA
6 Jul
13 Jul
16 Jul
21 Jul
27 Jul
19 Aug

Visit your local Master Plumbers’ Association website for full details.
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Contract Solutions Seminar
Contract Solutions Seminar
Apprentice of the Year theory examination
Geraldton Tradeshow, Geraldton
Apprentice of the Year interviews
Apprentice of the Year Competition Day

VIC
25 Jul Master Plumbers Member Forum, Gippsland
3 Aug Master Plumbers Members Forum, Geelong
26 Aug Master Plumbers’ 125th Anniversary Gala
Dinner, Melbourne

®

DORADO
WALL FACED TOILET SUITE

EASY CLEANING
SOFT CLOSING
WELS 4 star rated
4.5/3L (3.5L avg/flush)
Low profile, chrome
plated push buttons
Quick release,
soft close seat
Easy to clean rounded
surfaces
Universal connection
system for S or P trap
installation
Adjustable setout
from 80mm to 145mm
(Recommended 140mm)

Lavatory 4 star label-pan

Lavatory 4 star label-cistern

The more
stars the more
water efficient

The more
stars the more
water efficient

WATER
RATING

WATER
RATING

A joint government and industry program

A joint government and industry program

Licence No. 0001

4.5
3

Licence No. 0001

litres per full flush
litres per half flush

4.5
3

litres per full flush
litres per half flush

3.5 litres per average flush

3.5 litres per average flush

When tested in accordance with Standard AS/NZS 6400

When tested in accordance with Standard AS/NZS 6400

For more information and to compare
products, refer to:
www.waterrating.gov.au

For more information and to compare
products, refer to:
www.waterrating.gov.au

This WC pan achieves a Water Efficiency Rating of 4
stars when connected to a matched 4 star WC
cistern. The WC pan can also be connected to a
matched 3 star WC cistern as part of a 3 star WC suite.

This WC cistern achieves a Water Efficiency Rating
of 4 stars when connected to a matched WC pan of
4 star rating..

401520

401522

